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Mini-Workshop:

Aging and Glassy Systems
August 19th { August 25th, 2001

This mini-workshop was organized by Gerard Ben Arous (EPFL, Lausanne), Anton
Bovier (WIAS, Berlin) and Veronique Gayrard (EPFL, Lausanne). The parti ipants,

14 in number, ame from Brazil, Fran e, Germany, Italy, Switzerland and the USA.
A key on ept that has emerged over the last few years in the study of dynami al
properties of omplex disordered systems, su h as spin glasses, is that of \Aging". While
it has by now be ome the fo us of an intense resear h a tivity in theoreti al physi s, a
very small group of people in probability theory have, only re ently, begun working in this
eld. The aim of the workshop was to en ourage and oordinate this emerging e ort by
bringing together four physi ists, experts in aging dynami s, and the small group of people
from probability theory that have just produ ed the rst steps into this area.
10 talks were devoted to an exposition of the existing mathemati al ontributions,
thereby providing a omplete pi ture of the advan es made in the eld. On the other
hand state of the art results in physi s as well as onje tures and open problems were presented and dis ussed through a series of 5 talks and a mini- ourse on \glassy dynami s".
This workshop was a very fruitful experien e as it allowed to larify the immediate
and medium terms obje tives in the mathemati al investigation of aging, and en ouraged
onta ts between the physi s and the mathemati s ommunity.
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Abstra ts
Glauber dynami s of the random energy model

G
erard Ben Arous, Anton Bovier, V
eronique Gayrard
I. Metastable motion on the extreme states.

We investigate the long-time behavior of the Glauber dynami s for the random energy
model below the riti al temperature. We give very pre ise estimates on the motion of the
pro ess to and between the states of extremal energies. We show that when disregarding
time, the onse utive steps of the pro ess on these states are governed by a Markov hain
that jumps uniformly on all possible states. The mean times of these jumps are also
omputed very pre isely and are seen to be asymptoti ally independent of the terminal
point. A rst indi ator of aging is the observation that the mean time of arrival in the set
of states that have waiting times of order T is itself of order T . The estimates presented
here furnish the ru ial input for a detailed analysis of the aging phenomenon.
II. Aging below the

riti al temperature

We establish that for a suitably hosen times ale that diverges with the size of the
system, one an prove that a natural auto orrelation fun tion exhibits aging. Moreover,
we show that the long-time asymptoti s of this fun tion oin ide with those of the so- alled
\REM-like trap model" proposed by Bou haud and Dean. Our results rely on very pre ise
estimates on the distribution of transition times of the pro ess between di erent states of
extremely low energy.
Simple models of aging and open problems

Jean-Philippe Bou haud

I dis ussed several extensions of the trap model of aging. One is the ase where the
traps are organized in a one dimensional hain. This model leads to subaging for some
observables, and to the very interesting phenomenon of dynami al lo alisation and its
possible onne tion with the repli a theory with a negative number of repli as. The se ond
extension deals with the ase where the hopping rate depends both on the starting site
and the nal site. In this ase, one an observe both subaging and two s aling regimes
for the aging orrelation fun tion. The third extension is the multi-level trap model, built
to des ribe the so alled rejuvenation and memory experiments in glassy systems. Some
remarks on the similarities and di eren es between this model and Sinai's model were given
{ the latter ontaining some of the features of the former in embryo. Finally, I introdu ed
the notion of temperature haos and dis ussed its presen e in several simple disordered
systems, su h as the Random Energy Model and the dire ted polymer on a hierar hi al
latti e.
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Glassy dynami s

Leti ia Cugliandolo, Jorge Kur han
We onsider
dynami s (gradient des ent + noise) restri ted to the sphere
PN Langevin
2
de ned by i=1 xi = N , with energy fun tion
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where the Ji1 ;:::;ip are random variables with Gaussian distribution.
This family of models is known to ontain the full phenomenology of mean- eld spin glasses,
plus avoiding inessential ompli ations of, say, the more standard Sherrington-Kirkpatri k
model.
An equation for the two-time orrelation and response fun tions starting from a random
on guration, exa t in the large N limit for nite times, is known in the physi s literature.
An ansatz for the asymptoti solution to these equations (t ! 1 after N ! 1) has been
obtained: it is believed to be the exa t solution in that regime.
Both the rigorous justi ation of the equations themselves, as well as their asymptoti
solutions seem an interesting and feasible program for the future.
Aging properties of Sinai's model
of random walk in random environment

Amir Dembo

This talk, based on a joint work with Ali e Guionnet and Ofer Zeitouni, is about aging
properties of Sinai's nearest neighbour Random Walk in Random Environment (RWRE).
With Po denoting the annealed law of the RWRE Xn , our main result is a full proof of the
following statement due to P. Le Doussal, C. Monthus and D. S. Fisher:
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Aging in some one dimensional systems

Luiz Renato Fontes, Mar o Isopi,
Charles Newman, Daniel Stein
I. Aging in the 1D voter model

We derive exa t expressions for a number of aging fun tions that are s aling limits of
non-equilibrium orrelations, R(tw ; tw + t) as tw ! 1, t=tw ! , in the 1D homogenous
q -state Potts model for all q with T = 0 dynami
p s following a quen h from T = 1. One
su h quantity is h~0 (tw )  ~n (tw + t)i when n= tw ! z . Exa t, losed-form expressions are
also obtained when an interlude of T = 1 dynami s o urs. Our derivations express the
s aling limit via oales ing Brownian paths and a \Brownian spa e-time spanning tree,"
whi h also yields other aging fun tions, su h as the persisten e probability of no spin ip
at 0 between tw and tw + t.
Referen es: ond-mat/0103494 - Phys. Rev Lett., to appear.
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II. Aging in the random walk with random rates

Let  = (i : i 2 Z) denote i.i.d. positive random variables with ommon distribution F
and ( onditional on  ) let X = (Xt : t  0; X0 = 0), be a ontinuous-time simple symmetri
random walk on Z with inhomogeneous rates (i 1 : i 2 Z). When F is in the domain of
attra tion of a stable law of exponent < 1 (so that E(i ) = 1 and X is subdi usive), we
prove that (X;  ), suitably res aled (in spa e and time), onverges to a natural (singular)
di usion Z = (Zt : t  0; Z0 = 0) with a random (dis
P rete) speed measure . The
onvergen e P
is su h that the \amount of lo alization", E i2Z [P(Xt = ij )℄2 onverges as
t ! 1 to E z2R [P(Zs = z j)℄2 > 0, whi h is independent of s > 0 be P
ause of s aling/selfsimilarity properties of (Z; ). A similar limit is valid for Yk (t) = E i2Z [P(Xt = ij )℄k
as t ! 1 for general k. For the Random Walk with Random Rates on Zd , with d 6=
1; Yk (t) ! 0 as t ! 1. The s aling properties of (Z; ) are also losely related to the
aging of (X;  ); e.g. E P(Xtw +t = Xtw j ) onverges as tw ! 1 and t=tw ! , to the
aging fun tion E P(Z(1+)s = Zsj). Our main te hni al result is a general onvergen e
riterion for lo alization and aging fun tionals of di usions/walks W () with (nonrandom)
speed measures () !  (in a suÆ iently strong sense).
Referen es: Probab. Theory Related Fields 115 (1999) 417-443; math. PR/0009098 Ann. Probab., to appear.
Aging phenomenon in SSK

Ali e Guionnet

Sompolinski and Zippelius (1981) propose the study of dynami al systems whose invariant measures are the Gibbs measures for (hard to analyze) statisti al physi s models of
interest. In the ourse of doing so, physi ists often report of an \aging" phenomenon. For
example, aging is expe ted to happen for the Sherrington-Kirkpatri k model, a disordered
mean- eld model with a very omplex phase transition in equilibrium at low temperature.
We shall study the Langevin dynami s for a simpli ed spheri al version of this model. The
indu ed rotational symmetry of the spheri al model redu es the dynami s in question to
an N -dimensional oupled system of Ornstein-Uhlenbe k pro esses whose random drift parameters are the eigenvalues of ertain random matri es. We obtain the limiting dynami s
for N approa hing in nity and by analyzing its long time behavior, explain what is aging (mathemati ally speaking), what auses this phenomenon, and what is its relationship
with the phase transition of the orresponding equilibrium invariant measures.
This is a joint work with G. Ben Arous and A. Dembo
Spe tral theory and metastability for markov

Mar us Klein

hains

For a large lass of Markov hains with dis rete state spa e and transition matrix PN we
study the relation between the low-lying spe trum of the dis rete generator 1 PN and the
metastable behaviour of the hain in the limit where the system size N of the hain tends
to in nity. We de ne the notion of a metastable set as a subset of the state spa e N su h
that (i) this set is rea hed from any point x 2 N without return to x with probability
at least bN , while (ii) for any two point x; y in the metastable set, the probability Tx;y1
to rea h y from x without return to x is smaller than aN1  bN ; nally, the invariant
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mass of ea h of the metastable points is required not to be too small. Under an additional
non-degenera y assumption, we show that in su h a situation:
(i) To ea h metastable point orresponds a metastable state, whose mean exit time an
be omputed pre isely.
(ii) To ea h metastable point orresponds one simple eigenvalue of 1 PN whi h is essentially equal to the inverse mean exit time from this state.
Moreover, these results imply very sharp uniform ontrol of the deviation of the probability distribution of metastable exit times from the exponential distribution.
The error estimates are best in the ase of reversible hains. Using symmetrization of a
non-reversible hain with respe t to the quadrati form indu ed by its invariant measure
one obtains somewhat weaker estimates for non-reversible hains as well.
Our methods use a ombination of potential and spe tral theory with probability theory.
The basi apa itary estimates and the orresponding variational prin iple is appli able
to the ase of ontinuous di usions in Rn.
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